Is Homework Necessary?

By Seán 5th class

I strongly believe that homework is not necessary because we waste
an hour not becoming active, we get less time to spend with your
family, If you have training you get do it instead of worrying about
doing it. Also homework can cause unnecessary witch is not fun and
homework can ruin your relationship with your siblings and your
family.

Firstly what if you have anything to do like football practice once
you go there and come back and do homework and once your done
and then its bed time and you’re just thinking that you could have
probably enjoyed the rest of your hour without doing homework
before you go to bed.

Secondly our teacher has to correct two hundred sixteen copies a
week which means our teacher spend at least an hour and half
correcting our copies. And if we didn’t have homework he wouldn’t be
correcting our copies Mr.Kinsella could be learning us more and
imagine the teacher that have thirty students.

Thirdly unfortunately homework stops from enjoying every second
with our families and friends because you could be going somewhere
with your family or going to play with your friends

In conclusion I think that homework is not necessary because we
need more time with our family and siblings and if you any type of
practice and then you’re finished it and you come back home and
then you have to do homework which takes up the rest of your day

and if we don’t get homework we could just do chores if you have any
or if you do them.

Ms. Doherty I hope you consider my reasons to give no children in
CSCNS homework and maybe you shouldn’t do the homework policy
your thinking of doing for the school BYE!!!

